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The M/G/2 queueing model with service time distribution a mixture of m negative xponential 
distributions i analysed. The starting point is the functional relation for the Laplace-Stieltjes 
transform of the stationary joint distribution of the workloads of the two servers. By means of 
Wiener-Hopf decompositions the solution isconstructed and reduced to the solution of m linear 
equations of which the coefficients depend on the zeros of a polynome. Once this set of equations 
has been solved the moments of the waiting time distribution can be easily obtained. The 
Laplace-Stieltjes transform of the stationary waiting time distribution has been derived, it is an 
intricate xpression. 
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1. Introduction 
One of the most difficult problems in queueing theory is the analysis of the many 
server queue. The most far reaching results have been obtained by Pollaczek [6]. 
His analysis actually provides means to calculate waiting time quantities, but the 
effort needed to obtain numerical results is considerable. Recent work of De Smit 
[7] and Smith [8] has n,~t led to substantial improvemenl:s. Hokstad [3] analyses 
the M/G/2 model by the supplementary variable technique, the state space of the 
Markov process being described by the number of customers present apd the 
remaining service times of the customers being served. From a methodological 
point of view this approach is of great interest, but unfortunately the essential 
analytical problem is not solved in [3]. Actually, the 'phase type' method is used 
to guess the form of the solution for the case that the service time distribution has 
a rational Laplace-Stieltjes transform; and even for this case an essential question 
concerning the location of the zeros of the main dete-minant of a linear set of 
equations remains unsolved. Pollaczek's tarting point is the sequence of actual 
waiting times of successively arriving customers; the analysis needed appears to be 
quite iintr~cate. The question arises whether an analysis of the workloads at the 
various servers would not lead to a m~re simple discussion of the problem at least 
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for the many server systems with Poissonian arrival stream. To make a start with 
such an approach we have investigated the queueing system M/G/2 for the case 
~hat he service time distribution is a mixture of negative xponential distributions. 
It turns out that indeed a rather simple analysis is possible in this case, an analysis 
which presumably can be used also for such queues with more than two servers, 
and that moreover the numerical analysis is also less intricate. The problem is 
reduced to the solution of an algebraic equation and to that of m linear equations. 
Once this solution has been obtained the moments of the stationary waiting time 
distribution can be easily obtained. 
An expression for the I. aplace-Stieltjes transform of the stationary waiting time 
distribution is obtained. Unfortunately this transform is rather complicated, and 
as it stands not very accessible for further analysis, even the study of its asymptotic 
properties will require quite some effort. Nevertheless the analysis presented here 
seems to be sufficiently simple and effective to develop useful approximations for 
many quantities of interest. 
In Section 2 the functional equation for the Laplace-Stieltjes transform of the 
joint distribution of the workloads of both servers at a time t is derived, and it 
leads to the functional equation for the stationary distribution. Section 3 is 
concerned with the analysis of this equation. By applying several times a 
Wiener-Hopf decomposition it is shown that this functional equation completely 
determines the character of the Laplace-Stieltjes transform of the stationary distri- 
bution and that it can be uniquely determined. In the author's opinion the method 
developed here, that is the application of Wiener-Hopf decompositions, analytical 
continuation and the use of Fan's theorem concerning the location of zeros of a 
det,mninant, is of considerable methodological interest and opens great possibilities 
for the analysis of more complicated service time distributions. Section 4 is concer- 
ned with the study of the waiting time distribution. 
2. The functional equation 
By a we shall denote the average interarrival time of the arrival process. B(.  ) 
stands for the service time distribution and 
def  f - def  ,~ def 
= Jo  t dB(t), a = fl~ a, B = 1. (2.1) 
It is assumed that /~(s), the Laplace-Stieltjes transform of B(.  ), is a rational 
function of the following type: for Re s I> 0, 
[3(S) = e - s t  dB(t) = k=O S -- (k' m < oo, 
def  m- :~ rkS 
y(s )  = - - - -  E 
k=O S - -~k '  
(2.2) 
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with 0>~'o>~' l>. . .>~'m_~>-oo ,  - - l<rk  <0,  k =0, . . . ,  m- l ,  
m-I  m--I rk 
rk=- - l ,  5". ~kk=/3 = 1. (2.3) 
k=0 k=0 
Hence B( .  ) is a mixture of negative exponential distributions. The assumptions 
that the ~'k are all different is not essential for the following analysis. 
Denote by v~(t) and v2(t)the workload at counter one and two at time t. We 
shall consider the 'first Come, first served' discipline, so that an arriving customer 
will be served ultimately by that counter, which has at the moment of his arrival 
the smaller workload. Since the service times are independent, identically dis- 
tributed variables it is seen that the process {vl(t), rE(t); t > 0} is a Markov process. 
For this process we shall consider the functional E{exp(-sgv~(t) -szv2(t ) )}.  
Denote by )'a, the number of arrivals in (t, t + At] so that for Ate0, 
P{oat=j} = l -A t /a+o(At )  fo r / '=0,  
= At/a  + o(At) for j = 1, (2.4) 
P{vat > 1} = o(At) .  
For r'at = 0 we have vi(t + At) = [vi(t) -  At] +. Hence 
E{exp(-slvl(. ' .  +At) - s2v2(t + At))[ vat = 0} = 
• - {1 + (sl + Sz)At}E{exp( -s lv l ( t ) -s2v2(t ) ) (v l ( t )  >0,  v2(t) >0)} 
+ {1 + sl At}E{exp(-s lv l ( t ) ) (v l ( t )  ~ O, v2(t) = 0)} 
+ { 1 + s2 At}E{exp(-s2v2(t))(vl(t)  = O, v2(t) > 0)} 
+ E{(vl(t)  = O, vz(t) = 0)} + o(At) 
={1 +(sl + s2)At}E{exp(-s lv l ( t ) -S2Vz(t ) )}  
-s2 AtE{exp(-s lv l ( t ) ) (v2(t)  = 0)}- sl AtE{exp(-szv2(t)  (Vl(t) = 0)} 
+o(At). 
For v a, = 1 we have 
Vl(t + At) = [Vl(t)- At] + + "r 
=[v l~t ) -At ]  + 
= ~r with prob. ½ 
= 0 with prob. 
(2.5) 
if v2(t) > vl(t), 
if vz(t) < vl(t), 
if v,(') = rE(t)= 0, 
if Vl(t) = v2(t) = 0, 
where 7 is the required service time of the arriving customer in (t, t + At]. Since ~r 
is independent of vl(t), t~2(t) and since its distribation is absolutely continuous (cf. 
(2.2)) it follows that 
P{vl(t) = v2(t) > 0} = 0. (2.6) 
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Hence for At J, O, 
From 
E{exp(-slvl(t  +At)-s2v2(t + At))] va, = 1}= 
= E{exp(-slvl(t  + At) -s2t2(t  + At))[(v2(t)> v,(t)) 
+(v2(t)<v1(t))+(vl(t) = v2(t)= 0)31 r, = 1} 
= ~(sl)E{exp(-slvl(t)-s2v2(t))(v2(t) > vt(t)} 
+ ~(s2)E{exp(-slvt(t)-  s2v2(t))(v2(t) < vl(t))} + 
+ ~{/3 (sl) + ~(s2)}P{vl(t) = vz(t) = 0} + o(at). (2.7) 
E{exp(-slvl(t  +At)-s2v2(t + At))}= 
oo  
= ~, E{exp(-slvl(t +At)-s2v2(t + At))] vat =j}Piva,=j} 
i=O 
and from (2.4), . . . ,  (2.7) it follows readily that for t>O, and Re sl I--0, Re s2>~0, 
0 
-~E{exp(-s lv l ( t ) -  s2v2(t))} =
= {sl + s2- aT(sl)}E{exp(--slvl(t)- s2v2(t))(v2(t) > vl(t))} 
+{sl + s2 -  ay(s2)}E{exp(-slvl(t)- s2v2(t))(vl(t) > v2(t))} 
-s2E{exp(-slvl(t))(v2(t) = 0)}- slE{exp(-s2v2(t))(vl(t) = 0)} 
+ {sl + s2- lay(s1)- ½ay(s2)}P{v~(t) = v2(t) = 0}. (2.8) 
From the results obtained in [4] it may be shown that whenever a < 2, which 
will be always assumed, the process {v~(t), v2(t), t > 0} possesses a unique stationary 
distribution. Let v~ and v2 be two stochastic variables with joint distribution this 
stationary distribution, so that E{exp(-s lv~- s2v2)} satisfies (2.8) with its left-hand 
side replaced by zero. Define for Re s~ >t0, Re s2 >10, 
• ro = P{v l  = 0,  v~ = 0}, 
H+(sl, s2)= Zro/2 + E{exp(-s lvx-  s2v2)(vl > v2)}, (2.9) 
H-(sl ,  s2)= Zro/2 + E{exp(-slvl-s2v2)(vl  < v2)}; 
it then follows from (2.8) with its left-hand side replaced by zero that for Re sl ~0,  
Re s2~>0: 
{sl + s2-  ay(sl)}H-(sx, s2) +{sx + s2- aT(s2)}H+(sx, s2) + 
- s ~ E{exp(-s2v2)(v 1 = 0)} - s2E{exp(-s i v 1)(v2 = 0)} = 0. (2.10) 
The relation (2.10) is the functional equation for E{exp(-s~ v l -  s2v2)}, its solution 
will be discussed in the next section. 
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For future reference we derive from (2.10) the following relations. Taking 
s~ = s2 = s in (2.10) leads to 
{1 - ~ay(s ) / s}E{exp( -s (v l  + v2))} = E{exp( -sv l ) (v2  = 0)}, Rest>0.  
(2.11) 
Hence from (2.11) for s~,0: 
P{Vl = 0} = P{ v2 = 0} = ~(2 - a ). (2.12) 
Taking in (2.10) s~ = s, s:,. = 0, yields for Re s ~>0, 
E{exp( -svO}-  a (y(s)/s)[Tro/2 + E{exp( - svl)(vl  < v2)}]- 1(2 - a) = 0, 
(2.13) 
from which follows, by taking s = 0, 
P{vl < v2} = P{V2 < Vl} = 1(1 - zro). (2.14) 
3. On the solut ion of the functional equat ion 
In this section we shall solve the relation (2.10) by means of a Wiener -Hopf  
decomposit ion.  From (2.9) we have for Re(o-1 + r) I> 0, Re(o-2 - r) I> 0, 
H-(0-1 + r, 0" 2 - -  'r) := zro/2 + E{exp(-0-1vl - o'2v2 - 'F(Vl - -  i~2) ) (V l  < V2)} ,  
H+(0-1 + r, 0-2- r) = Iro/2 + E{exp(-0"i v l - c r2v2- r (v l -  v2))(vl > v2)}. 
Consequently for fixed 0-~, 0"2 with Re 0-1 i>0, Re 0-2-~0: 
H-(0-1 + "r, 0-2 - "r) 
H+(0-1+r, or2-- r )  
is analytic in r for Re r < 0, 
is continuous in r for Re., r ~< 0, 
is analytic in r for Re ~- > 0, 
is continuous in r for Re r 1> 0. 
Put, cf. (2.2), 
def m-1  def 
y2(s) = 1-I ( s -  w(s )  = y(s)v2(s),  
k=O 
so that yl("  ) and y2(' ) are both l~olynomials of degree m and 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
y(s) = yl(s)/yE(S). (3,4) 
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Define for Re(0.1 + z) ~>0, Re(0.2- ¢) >~0 and Re z =0,  
P-(0.t + z, 0.2- T) def 
. . . . .  
~2(0"1 + Z)"}t2(0.2 -- Z) 
d 
={0.t + 0.2- ay(0"1 + z)}H-(0"1 + ,I, 0"2 - r) 
-- (0"1 + z)E{exp(-(o'2 - r )v2) (v l  = 0)}, 
P+(0.1 + z, 0.2- z) def 
~2(0.1 + T)~2(0.2 -- T) 
(3.5) 
d 
=--[{trl  + 0"2-- ay(0"2 -- z)}H + (O"1 + Z~ 0.2 -- Z) 
- (0.2 - z)E{exp(-(0.1 +z)vl)(v2 = 0)}] .  (3.6) 
Hence from (3.2) and (3.3) with 0"t and 0"2 fixed and Re0"1 ~0,  Re 0.2-~>0 it is seen 
that P -  has the same property as H-  mentioned in (3.2), and similarly for P+ and 
H +. From (2.10), (3.5) and (3.6) it follows that for Re0"1 ~0,  Re 0.2---> 0, 
P-(0"1 + ¢, 0 .2 -  z) = P÷(0.1+ z, 0 .2 -  z) for Re  r = O. (3.7) 
Define with Re 0"1 ~> 0, Re c,2 >~ 0, 
def 
P(0"1+T, 0"2-T)  = P-(0"1+'r ,  0"2-T) for Re ,r ~< O, 
d2f p+(0 .1+, / . ,0 .2 -  -¢ )  for Re r --> 0, (3.8) 
then it follows by analytic continuation that P(0.1 + z, 0.2- r) for fixed 0.1, 0.2 with 
Re 0.1 I> 0, Re 0"21> 0 is an analytic function in the whole z-plane. 
From (3.1) it is seen that 
IH - !  -+ 1to/2 
IH+I-, ,to/2 
for I 1-" oo, larg < 
for Izl--o0, ~/2<argz< 1 ~ ~'rr, 
(3.9) 
and consequently from (3.5) and (3.6), 
for [r["> oo, arg < ~/2, 
1 for [rl-~ do, ~r/2 < arg z < 1 ~r. 
(3.1~) 
Since P is analytic in the whole z-plane it follows from (3.10) by applying LiouviUe's 
theorem that P(0.1 + z, o'2- z) is a polynomial in z of degree 2m + 1 for every fixed 
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O'1, 0" 2 with Re 0.1 ~>0, Re tr2 ~>0. From (3.5), (3.6) and (3.8) it follows that 
P(sl,  s2) 
S lE{exp( -s2v2) (v l  = 0)} + 
H-(sl, s2) = " Y2($1)~, 2($2) 
sl+s2-"ay(sl) '"' Re r~<0' 
P(sl, s2) s2E{exp(-slvl)(v2 = 0)}- 
+ 3,2($1)3,2($2) H (sl, s2)= . . . . . . . . .  
$1"¢'S2 a3/(s2) 
Re  "r ~>0, 
(3.11) 
with 
sl = tr~ + r, s2 = 0.2- r, Re 0.1 ~> 0, 
Since 3'(" ) is rational, the function 
Re 0.2~0. (3.12) 
x + y-a3,(x) (3.13) 
has for fixed y exactly m + 1 zeros zi(y), ] = 0 , . . . ,  m. 
Denote by zo(y) the zero with largest real part. It is well known [2, p. 536] that, 
since/3 ( . )  is not a lattice distribution, 
Re zo(y) ~>0, Re zi(y) < 0, ]=  1 , . . . ,  m if Re y ~<0, y #0,  (3.14) 
(note that for y = 0, a = 1, also just one of the zj(0), /~> 1 is zero) and that 
zo(y)=-y+(1/a){1-E{eV~'}}, Re y<~0, (3.15) 
where p stands for the busy period of an M/G/1 queueing system with service 
time distribution B( .  ). 
Because for Re s: =0 the definition of H-(s~, s2) (cf. (2.9)) implies that H-(s~, s2) 
is analytic in s 1 for Re s ~ ~> 0 it follows from (3.11) that 
y2(s2)E{exp(-s2v2)(vl = 0)} = 
Note that [2, p. 536] 
P(sl, s2)] for Re s2=0. (3.16) 
Zo(0)=0 i fa<- l ,  
>0  i fa>l ,  
so that (3.5) and (3.7) imply that S2 ---~ 0 is not a singularity of the right-hand side of 
(3.16). 
Obviously (3.15) implies that y2(Zo(S2)) is analytic and continuous for Re s2 <~ 0. 
Now take in (3.8), 
r=-s2 ,  0.2=0, 0.1=(1/a)(1-E{eS:P}), Re s2~<0, (3.17) 
then 
P(0.1 + "r, 0 .2-  'r) = P(sl, s2)l~,=~o{s2,, (3.18) 
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so that, since the left-hand side of (3.8) is a polynomial in r, it follows that the 
right-hand side of (3.16) is analytic anti continuous for Re s2 ~< 0. Since the left-hand 
side of (3.16) is also analytic and continuous for Re s:~>~0, it follows from (3.16) 
that its left-hand side and its right-hand side are each others analytic ontinuation 
in Re s2 ~< 0 and in Re s2 I> 0, respectively. 
It is easily seen that 
m 1 1,2(s2)E{exp(-s2v2)(Vl = 0)}--- ~ro[s2] for ]s2]-, oo, iarg s21 < ~r .  (3.19) 
1 Since [E{e"P}] ~ 0 for ]s2[-~ oo, ,r/2 < arg s2 < l~,r, and since P(ORt + r, or2- r) is a 
polynomial in ~- of degree 2m + 1 it follows from (3.17) and L{3.18) that 
P(st, s2)[ i...,,.ots2l,, for s2..,oo, xr/2 <args2<1½,r. 
Consequently by applying Liouville's theorem we have that both sides of (3.16) 
are a polynomial in s2, i.e. we may put 
E{exp(--S2V2)(Vt = 0)} = D(s2)/~2($2), Re s2 I> 0, (3.20) 
with D(s2) a polynomial in s2 of degree m. 
Next define 
def  
O-(st,  s2) = stO(s2)~/2(Sl) + P(sl~ s2), 
def  
0+t51,  S2) = $2D(s I )TZ($2) -P($1,  s2), 
(3.21.) 
so that for Re s~ I> 0, Re s2 I> 0, 
O-(Sl, S2)/'r2(Sl) 
H-(Sl,$2) = sl+s2-ay(sl) 
Q~(Sl, $2)/'y2(s2) H÷(st, s2)= 
$1 + $2-- a'Y(S2) 
Note that from (3.16), 
v2(s2)' 
(3.22) 
1 
v2(s~)" 
Q-(Sl, S2)[st=zots2)--0 for Res2-<0. 
From (3.21) we have for Reori ~>0,, Re or2~>0, 
O-(orl + or2- ~rk, ~'k)= (orl + ORE-- ~rk)YE(ORl + 0"2- ~k)D(~k) 
+ P(orl + tr2-- ~k, ~k), 
O +(~rk, or~ + or2 - ~'k) = (OR1 * OR2 - ~rk)v2(OR~ + ORs - ~'~)D (~rk) 
--P((.k, ort + tr2--(k ), 
so that, since, cf. (3.8), 
P(SI, S2)=-P(s2, Sl), 
(3.23) 
(3.24) 
(3.25) 
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we have 
Q-(0.1q'0.2--~k,~k)=l~+(~k, 0.1+0"2--~k), k=0, . . . ,m- l .  (3.26) 
From (3.21), (3.5) and (3.8) we have for Re r<~0, Re0.1 I--0, Re 0.2 >~0, 
Q-(0.1 + 'r, 0.2-- r)  
y2(0.~. + T)'Y2(0.2 -- T) 
= {0.1 + 0.2 - ay(0.1 + r)}H-(0.1 + r, 0"2 - r). 
1 Hence for [rl-, oo, ½~r < arg r < l~r,  
(3.27) 
Q-(0"1 +*, 0.2- r) 1 
-~ ~o(0.1  + 0 .2 -  a) ,  
y2(0.1 + T)'~2(0.2 -- T) 
Re 0.1 ~ 0, Re 0.2.--> 0. (3.28) 
1 Similarly for It[ ~ oo, larg r[ < ~r, 
Q+(0.1+ r, 0 .2-  r)  1 
* ~'rro(0.1 + 0.2 -- a) .  
"Y2(0"1 + T)~2(O'2 -- T) 
(3.29) 
From (3.14) we have 
m 
~/2(S1)81 + s2 - -ay($1)  = I-I {S1-  Zj(S2)}, (3 .30)  
sl-z, , (s2) j=, 
and since Re zj(s2)<0, ] = 1 , . . . ,  m, for Re ,$2<0,  it follows that the left-hand 
side of (3.30) is never zero for Re s2<0, Re sl >0.  Conr.e:quently, H-(s l ,  s2) has 
for Re sl >0  a partial fraction expansion with respect o the zero's of ~2(S2). From 
(2.2), (3.22), (3.26), (3.28'~, (3.29)we obtain for Re0.1 I>0, Re 0.2 ~> 0, 
m-1 qk(0"1 + 0"2) 
H-(0"1 + r, o'2- r) = ½~ro + E 
k=O 0"2 ~ '/" ~ ~"k ~ 
m-1 
H+(0.1 + 7", 0.2 z) 1 qk (0.1 + 0.2) -" = ~'tro + )-'. 
k=0 0"1 +T'--bg k ' 
Re r -< O, 
Re  r~>O, 
(.;.31) 
with 
def Q- (0 .1+ 0.2 -- ~k, ~k ) rk~k 
qk (0"1 + 0"2) = 
0"1 + 0"2-- a'1,(0"1 + 0"2-- ¢k ) 3"/l (¢k )Y2(0.1 + 0"2- Ck )' 
Q+(~k, 0.1+0.2--~k) rk~k 
0"1 + 0"2-- aT(oh + 0"2-- bgk) [~')/1 (bgk)Y2(0.1 "Jr 0"2-- ~'k)' 
for k =0, . . . ,  m-1 .  (3.32) 
Next we introduce the unknowns 8k, k = 0 , . . . ,  m - 1, such that (cf. (3.20)), for 
Res>0,  
m--1 t~ k 
E{e-~(v l  = 0)} = E{e-~'(v2 = 0)} = 1to + Y. 
k=0 S --~'k 
(3.03) 
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Insert the relations (3.31) and (3.32)in (2.10), this; yields for Re 0.1 >10, Re 0"2 ~0,  
Rer=0,  
I a ,,,-1 / (0.1 4" T)rk (0"2-- T)rk "{ 
t £ : ; - -7 , J  + 
m-I 1 
+E 
k=O 0.2~ T -- ~k 
[{0.1 + o'2- av(0.1 + T)}qk (0.1 + 0"2) --(0.1 + T)Sk] 
m-I 1 
+ k=OE 0.1 + r - /~[{0.1 +0.2--av(0.2-r )}qk(0.1 q" 0.2) -- (0.2-- r)Sk] ='0" 
(3.34) 
By analytic continuation it is readily seen that (3.34) holds ;.n the whole r-plane 
except at the poles r = ~k--0.1, r =0.2--~k, k =0, . . . ,  m-  1. Therefore by letting 
Irl-,oo in (3.34), and also by multiplying (3.34) by 0.1+T--~'k and then taking 
~" = ~'k- 0.1 we obtain 
m-1 
1 (3.35) E 8k --" [a~ro, 
k=O 
and for  k = 0 , . . . ,  m - 1, P,e 0. >I O, 
½acrork¢k --(20.-- ~'~)Bk +{2tr-- ay(20.-- ~'k)}qk (20.) + 
m-I  ~h(20.) 
+ ark~k E = 0. (3.36) 
h=O 20. -- ~rk -- ~'h 
The relation (3.36) may be considered as a set of m linear equations for the 
uaknowns qk(2tr). To investigate the relation (3.36) we introduce for Re 0. ~>0 the 
matrix 
def 
M(20.) = [mij(2o')], i, ] = 0 , . . . ,  m - 1, 
ri~j mij(2o')=t~(2,or--¢i)+2(0._¢i) for i=], 
for i # i, 
20. -  !~i - Cj 
and the fxflumn vectors 
def 
q(2tr) = [qk(20.), k = 0, .... , m-  1] T, 
(3.37) 
def 
8 =[Sk, k : :0 , . . . ,m-1]  T, (3.38) 
def 
e = [~kSk + }a~rork~k, k = 0 , . . . ,  m - I ]T .  
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Hence (3.36) may be rewritten as: 
{(20.-a) I+aM(20")}q(20.)= 20.8-e,  Re 0. ~>0, (3.39) 
where I is the identity matrix. 
Denote by Aj(20.), j =0 , . . . ,  m-  1, the eigenvalues of M(20"). In the appendix 
cf. (A12) it is shown that for Re 0" ~0,  
,~o(20") =//(or), I,~j(20.)1 </ / (Re o-), j = 1 , . . . ,  m - 1. (3.40) 
Consequently, (3.39) implies that qi(20") is the quotient of the determinant of the 
matrix Dj(20") with 
{Di(20")}hj = (20. - a)Sh~ + amhj(20.) for j # i, 
= (20"8 - e)h for j = i, (3.41) 
and the determinant 
det{(20. -a) I  + aM(20.)} = a 
m-l{ 20 . -a  } 
m 1-I ~" Ak(20 . )  • (3.42) 
k=O a 
From (2.9) with sl = $2-  0. and (3.31) with • = 0 it follows that qk(20.) is an analytic 
function of 0. for Re 0" t--0. Consequently, since Dk(0") is analytic for Re 0" I>0, cf. 
(3.37) and (3.41), it follows that every Ak(20") is analytic for Re 0" I>0. Hence the 
funt.Zions /k (20"), k =0, . . . ,  m-  1, 
def 
fk(20") = (20"- -6: ) /a+Ak(20.) ,  Re0.~0,  (3.43) 
are analytic in Re 0. >I 0. We show that for every k = 0, . . . .  m - 1, fk ( " ) has exactly 
one i, ero 0"k in Re 0" I>0 and 0"o=0. That 0"o=0 follows directly from (3.40) and a 
well known result for the M/G/1  queue since a < 2. For k I-- 1 consider the contour 
consisting of the imaginary axis between - iR  and iR and the semicircle 0. = R e i", 
[arg u[~ < ~r/2. From (3.40) it follows that on the contour 12t r -a l>  alAk(20")l for R 
sufficiently large. Hence from l~ouch6's theorem the existence and uniqueness of 
0.k follows. 
Remark. Since Ak(20.) are zero's of a polynomial with rational coefficients) in 0. 
there cannot exist in Re 0. ~0 isolated values of 0. for which ,~k (20.) = A~(20.), tC ~ h, 
otherwise such a 0. would be a branch point of Ak (")  contradicting the fact that 
Ak(20.) is analytic for Re ~r ~0.  It is still possible that Ak(2cr) = Ah(20.), k ~ h for all 
0. with Re 20. I>0, but a closer examination of the determinant of 
(1 / / / (0 . ) )X (0 . )M(20 . )X - l (0 . )  (see (A2)) which is asymmetric in ri, 'fi excludes this 
possiibility also. 
Ttle analytici~'.y of qk (20") for Re cr I> 0 consequently requires that for every 0. = 0.i, 
j=0 , . . . ,m-1 ,  
det Di(2o'j) = 0, i=0 , . . . ,m-1 .  (3.44) 
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It is readily proved that the conditions (3.44) lead to m independent relations for 
the unknowns &, tt = 0, . . . , m - 1 and that one of these relations, i.e. the one for 
gO(= 0) is equivalent with (3.35), see (4.12) for k = 0. Hence the Sk are uniquely 
determined and the ~~(20) also on behalf of (3.39). It remains to determine no 
which is obviously obtained from the norming condition, or equivalently from 
(3.12). From (2.12) and (2.33) it follows that 
m-1 Sk 
rr()=$(2-a)+ c -. 
k-0 Sk 
(3.45) 
Hence H+(s,, s2) and W(sl, ~2) are uniquely determined. 
For 0 >O the matrix ZM(2m)Z-’ 
tn:ii,k$i ‘k,Yk11’2 
with Z the diagonal matrix tit = 
is symmetric, i.e., its eigenvalues &(2c) are real for cr > 0. This 
implies readily that all Uk and all & are real. (This remark is due to de Klein, 
student of the author.) 
4. On the waiting time distribution 
Denote by vCk’(20) and ptk)(2cr), k=O w - 1, the right- and left eigenvec- )...). 
tors of M(20) belonging to the eigenvalue hk(2a). Since for Re a 3 0 no two of 
the hk(2m), k = 0, . . . , nr - 1, are equal there are m right- and m left eigenvectors 
and such that for the vector product holds 
~‘~‘(20)~‘~‘(2a) = 0 for h # k, 
= 1 for h = k. 
Further denote by ntk’(2~) and ~‘~‘(20) 
then it is readily seen from (A2) that 
(4.1) 
the right- and left eigenvectors of Y(u), 
zJCk’(2cr) = X-‘(C+r’k’(2C7), &&(k’(2cr) = ‘X(a)m’k’(2a). (4.2) 
Since {@(a)}-’ YT(g) for u > 0 is a stochastic matrix it is readily seen that for 
ReaaO, 
n iO’ (20) = (fiPi)l(~- 5iJ2 
Ei”=;;’ trjljll(~-lj)*’ 
m~“‘(l!u)=l, fori=O,. 
V{O’(2Cr) = (W - ~i)~~“’ (2tr), iuIp)(2~) = l/(u - &). 
Define for k = 0, . . . , m - 1, the matrix 
def 
Ak(i?U) = [V;k’(2U)/.4k’(2U)], i, jE (0, . . . , m - 11, 
d-1, 
(4.3) 
(4.4) 
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so that 
Ak(2o0Ah(2cr) = Ak (2or) 
=0 
fork = h, 
fork #h.  (4.5) 
It is well known that the spectral decomposition of M"(2¢) ,  n =0,  1 , . . . ,  now 
reads for Re ¢ >~ 0, 
m-!  
M"12cr)= ~. A~,(2¢)Ah(2¢), (4.6) 
k=O 
with 
M°(2cr) d'~ L (4.7) 
For Re o-~>0 and ¢r # ¢~,, k =0, . . . ,m- I ,  the matrix (2¢-a ) I  + aM(2¢)  has an 
inverse, of. (3.42), and since 
m-!  
IIM(2cr)ll max Im.(2 )l 
i=O ..... m- I  i=O 
is uniformly bounded in ¢r for Re cr ~> 0, it follows that for Re or sufficiently large 
{(2or - a)l + aM (2or)} -n = - - - ' - - -  
n 
2or - a .  ~-o 2~-  a 
- ~ A ~(2~)Ak(2~,) 
2o ' -a  k--o,--o 2cr -a  
.,-1 A~(2or) -Z  
h =o 2¢-  a + aAk (2¢)" 
(4.8)  
Consequently, from (3.39) for Re cr sufficiently large, 
m-I 1 
q(2cr) = ~"  aAk (2o0 Ak (2or)(2crB - e). 
k ~o 2. 'r -  a + 
(4.9) 
From (3.41) and (3.42) we have for Re ~r~>0, 
['n' ] q(2cr) = {2¢r-a + aA~(2cr)} -t {detDo(2cr), ''',detD"~~z(2~r)}T' 
Lk=O 
~4.10) 
with det D~(2cri) = 0, i, ] - 0, . . . ,  m - 1. Since the righthand side of (4.10) is analytic 
for Re cr >~ 0, and since (4.8) implies that the right-hand side of (4.9) is analytic for 
Reef sufficiently large it follows by analytic continuation that Ak(2cr) is analytic 
for Re cr ~> 0, that the vectors 8 and e should satisfy 
Ak(2crk)(2~kS-- e)--  0, k -0 , . . . ,m-1 ,  ~4.11) 
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and that (4.9) holds for Reor~0.  From (4.3), (4.4) and (3.38) it is readily seen 
that (4.J 1) is equiva:.ent with. 
m-I  m--1 
~, tz~k)(20"k)(2ork--Kj)Si ~arro ~, (k) . =_ /zj (2ork)rj~j, (4.12) 
i=o i=o 
for k =0,  1 , . . . ,  m-1 .  It should be noted lthat (4.12) for k =0 leads to (3.35), 
apply (4.3) with oro = 0. In the relation (4.9) Ao(2or) may be eliminated by using (4.7). 
Recapitulating we have for Re or I> 0, 
m-1 1 
q(2or) = kE=O 2or-a + aak (2or) Ak (2or)(2or$ - e ) 
(2or8- e) 4" ' ' -1  a{13(or)--Ak(2or)}Ak(2or)(2orS--e) 
=2or-a+a/ i (or )  k~'=l {2or-a +al3(or)}{2or-a +aAa(2or)} ' (4.13) 
the 8i, ] " -0 , . . . ,  m - 1, of. (3.38), being determined by (4.12), with ¢ro determined 
by the norming condition or equivalently, cL (2.12) and (3.33), 
m--| 
1 l ro=~(2-a)+ ~ 8j/gj. (4.14) 
i--O 
From (2.9) and (3.31) it is seen that the Laplace-Stieltjes transform of the stationary 
waiting time distribution is given by 
m-1 qk(or) 
E{e.-"'}=Cro+2E{e-SV'(vl<v2)}=~a+2 ~. Re or >~0, (4.15) 
k=0 --~'k 9 
where w is a stochastic variable with distribution that of the stationary waiting time. 
It follows from (4.13) and (4.15), using (3.35), (4.3) and (4.4) that for Re or >10, 
= 
8 i - -  ~aqro i 
a l  3(o'/2) i=o ~or-~rj i=o 
1m--  
2 or/2 
m-1 1 ~-1 ] 
-2  E X K;t{Ak(or)(orS--e)}J'l 
k=l or -a  +aAk(O ' )  i=o 
m-1 
2 E 8~/(--1;~) 
i--O 
a 1-3(or/2) 
1 
2 o-/2 
,,-iv 2a{fl(or/2)-- Ak(or)} 
~z't- = {or-a + afl(or/2)}{or-a +ahk(or)} 
m-1 
x E ~-il{A~(or)(orS-e)}i. (4.16) 
i=0 
The expression (4.16) for the Laplace-Stie|tjes transforrn of the stationary waiting 
time distribution is a very intricate one, a!though some of its terms have known 
interpretations, as it ~nay be seen from the following remarks. 
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The factor 
1 
a 1-3( t r /2)  (4.17) 
1- - - -  
2 tr/2 
is actually a Laplace-Stieltjes transform and closely related to the Laplace-Stieltjes 
transform of the stationary waiting time distribution of an M/G/1  queueing system 
with load a/2. 
The second factor in (4.16) may be expressed as, of. (3.33) and (2.2), 
1 
,,,-1 8j-~arrorj E{exp(-½o'vl)(vl>v2 0)}+l 1 -3( t r /2 )  1 = = ~a~ro (4 .18)  
i=o ~o'-  ~j or/2 
whereas, cf. (2.2) and (4.3), 
1 
m-1 or/2 
~, ~J2____._ = (4.19) 
i=o -~'i -2  d--~3 (o'/2)" 
Further it is readily seen from (2.3), (4.3) and (4.14) that for trY0, 
S( ~_~_a.a ~or//,,-1 
T. v~°~(tr)/(-~'/)~ 1-Tro, 
1 a1- (o'/2)j=o ½ -¢j I ,=o 
2 tr/2 
so that the second term in the first expression of (4.16) tends to zero for tr$0. 
Since, of. (2.12), for ¢r real, 
(4.20) 
P{w = 0}-  7ro = P{(v~ = O) u (v2 = 0)} -  ~ro 
= P{v~ = O} + P{v2 = 0}-  P{v~ = O, v2 - 0} -  ~ro 
=2-a-21ro= lira E{e-~'w}-Tro, (4.21) 
or--bOO 
• and, of. (4.14), 
m--1 
2 Yl 8i/(-¢j) 
lim /=o = 2 -a  - 21ro, (4.22) 
a 1-3(cr/2)  
2 o'/2 
it is seen that the last term in (4.16) tends to zero for tr-*oo. 
A lengthy but direct calculation shows that this last term in (4.16) tends to 
-1  + 7ro(2 +a) / (2 -a )  for try0, i.e., 
lim "" " r~le-~'~ - ~ro -
cr$O 
m-1 
2 E 8~/(-¢j) 
i=0 
a 1-3(o ' /2)  
1~-  
2 o/2 
2+a 
~¢ro -  1. (4.23) 
2 -a  
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From the re, marks above it follows that for Re cr ~> O, 
(I-- a /2 ) ( i -  ¢ro) 
fro4 (4.24) 
a1-  
1---- 
2 tr[2 
represents he Laplace-Stieltjes transform f a probability distribution with support 
[0, oo). It may be conjectured that the tail of this distribution isa good approximation 
for the tail of the stationary waiting time distribution. Further research is here 
desirable. Finally we derive an expression for the average waiting time E{w}: 
E{w} = 2E{v1(vl < v2)}. 
This relation is easily obtained from (2.11), (2.13) and (3.33) by noting that 
E{vl} = E{v2}. It follows 
_ .~1 8i 1 -a  
E{W}=a(  a) ,=o ~'~ 2(-2~a)/32' 
which can be calculated when the 8j are known, cf. (4.13) and (4.14). 
Similarly, expressions for the higher moments can be obtained. 
(4.25) 
Appendix. On the matrix M(2cr) 
The matrix M(2tr) has been defined in (3.37); we shall investigate here a number 
of its properties. We introduce the diagonal matrix 
def 
X(tr)=[xo(or)], i , / '= 0 , . . . ,  m-  1; Re tr ~>0, 
1 
x,  = ~ xo = 0 for i # ]. (A1) 
O" ~ ~i '  
Define [or Re or t> 0, 
def  
Y(or) = X(tr)M(2tr)X -1 (or), (A2) 
then a simple but lengthy calculation using (2.2) shows that 
he, 
(Y(tr))o=13(2cr-~)'4 2(tr-~r~) for i=], 
or-  ¢'i 2o" - ~'i - srj 
fo r /~] .  (A3) 
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By using again (2.2) it foUows for Re or ~> 0, that 
m-I  
~. (Y(or))ij =/~I(or) for / = 0 , . . . ,  m - t. (A4) 
i=0  
Denote by 
Ak(2or), k =0, . . . ,  m- l ,  (A5) 
the eigenvalues of M(2or), hence they are also the eigenvalues of MT(2or), of Y(2or) 
and of yT(2Or). Obviou'.dy, for or >0 all elements of yr(or) are nonnegative, so 
that, from (A4), 
1 yT(or), or I>0, (A6) 
/3(or) 
is a stochastic matrix which is obviously irreducible and aperiodic, so that it has 
one eigenvalue one, whereas all other values are in absolute value less than one. 
Consequently, for or I> 0, 
Xo(2or)=3(or), lak(2or)l<3(or), k= 1 , . . . ,m-1 .  (A7) 
For Re or I>0 we obviously have, cf. (3.37), 
mij(2 Re or) ~> [mii(2or)[ for all i, ] = 0 , . . . ,  m - 1. (A8) 
Fan's theorem (cf. [5, p. 152]) now implies because of (A8) that every eigenvalue 
of M(2or) lies at least in one of the circular disks 
[z - m,(2or)[ =/z - m,(2 Re or), i = 0 , . . . ,  m - 1, (A9) 
where/z is the maximum eigenvalue of M(2 Re or), i.e., cf. (A7), 
/z = A0(Re 2or) = 3(Re or). (A10) 
Consequently from (A9) we have for Re or >10, 
[Ak(Eor)[<--- :nax {/3(Reor)-mjj(Re 2or)+Jm;j(Eor)l}<--/3(Reor). (A l l )  
i=0  ..... m-1  
From (A4) it follows that Y(or) has for Re or >10 an eigenvalue 3(or), and since in 
(A8) the inequality sign holds for or nonreal it is seen from (A7) and (A l 1) that 
,~o(2or) = a(or), [Xk(2or)l < B(Re tr), k = 1 , . . . ,  m - 1. (A12) 
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